


Namaste! 
This short E-book is dedicated to help you heal, find love, 
abundance and prosper in life. My wish is for you to be 
completely awakened and live the highest vision of yourself. 
The limitless spiritual powers of these divine mantras has the 
infinite essence and potential to give this.

These are some of the most beneficial mantras you can meditate 
on and chant, for safely reaching and manifesting your goals, 
desires and spiritual breakthroughs in life.

Choose a mantra of personal choice and meditate on it daily for 
best results.

Have some patience and keep up your daily spiritual practice and 
the focus of your specific mantra for 30-40 days… and you will see 
results! 

Love, Light & Blessings!

Thomas Di Leva, 
Founder of MantraHeaven.com

http://MantraHeaven.com


Mantra 1:

OM GUM GANAPATAYE NAMAHA

Lord Ganesha’s siddhi mantra 
removes all evil and obstacles that 

prevent you from reaching your 
desired goals. 



Some of the most important 
powers of this Ganesha mantra:

This mantra will remove obstacles and 
troubles in life.

    
Can be used in meditation to attain success, 
prosperity, knowledge & fulfilment of wishes.

    
Can be used for the positive starting of a 
project, work or simply to offer him the praise.

    
This mantra will help opening up new 
opportunities and move you forward in life.

    
This mantra will help you to foresee hidden 
blocks and dangers even before they arise…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/ganesha-mantra/


Mantra 2:

SHREEM

Goddess Mahalakshmi’s siddhi 
mantra attracts infinite abundance 

and wealth into your life. 



Some of the most important 
powers of this Lakshmi mantra:

This mantra will powerfully attract abundance, 
wealth and prosperity.

    
Shreem will bring peace, dharma and beauty 
into your life.

    
Shreem will give the blessing of success in 
business or profession.

    
This mantra will give elimination of ailments 
and worries and protection.    

Shreem will attract a happy married life and 
all round success…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/shreem-mantra/


Mantra 3:

OM NAMAH SHIVAYA

Lord Shiva’s supreme mantra destroys 
all Illusion and brings out the true 

infinite you* 



Some of the most important 
powers of this Shiva mantra: 

 

This mantra stabilises the mind and bring you 
peace, bliss and happiness.

    
This mantra will get rid of bad karma and 
elevate your consciousness.

    
Om Namah Shivaya will give you spiritual 
perfection and liberation.

    
This mantra will open your third eye chakra 
and bring union with God. 

This mantra will over time bring you every 
imaginable benefit…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/om-namah-shivaya-mantra/


Mantra 4:

OM SAT CHIT ANANDA 
PARABRAMHA

PURUSHOTAMA 
PARAMATMA

SRI BHAGAVATI SAMETHA
SRI BHAGAVATE NAMAHA

The Moola mantra brings divine grace, 
oneness and enlightenment into your 

life. 



Some of the most important 
blessings of 

Om Sat Chit Ananda:
 

This mantra will channel Divine Light, Truth 
and Enlightenment. 

    
This mantra will liberate you into oneness and 
pure bliss.    

This mantra will bless you with inner peace, 
causeless love and limitless joy.    

This mantra is a direct link to the living God, 
the Supreme Being, and Creator of this 
Glorious Cosmic Manifestation 

This mantra will give you health, wealth, 
happiness, greater mystical experiences,  
deep silence, kundalini shakti, and a steady 

elevated state of consciousness…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/om-sat-chit-ananda/


Mantra 5:

KLEEM

Mahakali’s Siddhi Mantra is the best 
mantra for Love Attraction Power. 



Some of the most important 
siddhi powers of Kleem:

 
Kleem mantra will help all your relationships. It 
will heal your Love life and Love related 
problems.. 

    
Kleem mantra will attract love, romance and 
friendship into your life. It has an amazing 
magnetic mystical power.    

Kleem will attract prosperity via appealing to 
what you want in life and fulfill all your wishes    

Kleem aligns and harmonises your energy, 
spirit, aura and prana.

Kleem bestows charm and grace, and helps in 
the awareness of others emotional needs and 
appreciation of one’s partner…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/kleem-mantra/


6 - Gayatri Mantra:

OM BHUR BHUVA SWAHA 
TAT SAVITUR VARENYAM 

BHARGO DEVASYA DHEEMAHI 
DHIYO YONAH PRACHODAYAT

Gayatri Mantra has healing potency of 
a million suns, and awakens your 

higher intelligence. 



Some of the most important 
blessings of Gayatri mantra:

Awakens the vital energies and gives 
liberation and deliverance from ignorance.  

    
Promotes balanced concentration, Awareness, 
Clarity, Deep relaxation, Deep meditation, 
Flow, Blissful states of consciousness, 

Intuition & Creativity.

Fills you and illuminates you with the spiritual 
energy of the Sun (Surya).

Sharpens and strengthens your Intellect + 
awakens all your powers and talents. 

Gayatri removes all karma and is the 
bestower of all desired things…    

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/gayatri/


Mantra 7:

HREEM

The Shakti Siddhi Mantra for self-
esteem, charisma and creative 

superpowers. 



Some of the most important 
siddhi powers of Hreem:

This mantra will heal you physically and 
mentally and create an aura of high self 
esteem and charisma all around you. 

    
Can be used in meditation to increase cosmic 
magnetic energy and ”soul power”.

Hreem gives magical force, captivation and 
empowerment, joy, ecstasy and bliss.  

Hreem invokes the Sun, the ‘planet’ of the 
heart, and helps promote solar energy, 
expression and charisma.

    
Hreem increases Divine light, wisdom and 
truth so that you reach the state of Absolute 
beyond all illusions…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/hreem-mantra/


…One More Mantra Blessing For 
You:

OM (AUM)

The Eternal Source Vibration: AUM 
(OM ) The Mantra of Mantras 



Some of the most important 
blessings of OM (AUM):

Om is the imperishable word. 

Om is the entire cosmic manifestation and its 
eternal infinite vibration. 

Om (AUM) is beyond the past, the present, 
and the future, all that was, all that is, all that 
will be is OM (AUM). 

This mantra is the ABSOLUTE essence…
simply a must have in your meditations.

Om not only benefits the person who is 
chanting it but also to the people around them 
wherever its vibrations flow…

For more information on this mantra and 
what it can do for you Click Here.

http://www.mantraheaven.com/aum-om/


About:

MantraHeaven.com is an online platform created by 
meditation expert and life advisor Thomas Di Leva. 

The website offers recorded Meditation Mantras with 
Brainwave Entrainment.

(Including: Binaural Beats, Isochronic Tones, Infrasound 
and Subliminals in a new highly innovative way).

Brainwave Entrainment is scientifically proven to 
automatically create deep meditational states. 

It will improve concentration and memory, increase 
motivation, help with problem solving, and a whole lot more. 

You get all these benefits and more... just by putting on a 
pair of headphones, relaxing, and pressing “play”!

Just Imagine Automatically Meditating with a combination of 
this groundbreaking sound technology and the divine power 
of meditation mantras.

http://MantraHeaven.com
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